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Fast Kawasaki spin exchange limit of spin-facilitated kinetic Ising models
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We study a Fock-space operator technique for describing the stochastic kinetics of a spin-facilitated kinetic
Ising model. We focus in particular on the diffusion~fast Kawasaki exchange! limit in which the kinetics can
be described by a single mean field evolution equation. We derive some general criteria for the approximative
validity of mean field theory for the case of a nondiverging diffusion coefficient of the local spin states.
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A central topic in statistical physics is the qualitative a
quantitative understanding of long-time phenomena
strongly interacting many-body systems. They exhibit an
treme slowing down without long range ordered states
other singular behavior of spatial quantities in contrast to
critical slowing down of conventional phase transition
Such phenomena are characterized by a high cooperativi
local processes. For a large class of dense systems s
essential properties of the slowing-down regime, e.g., a n
exponential decay of autocorrelation functions at sufficien
long times or a non-Arrhenius temperature dependenc
relaxation times, seem to be universal or are at least a c
acteristic feature. For instance, such scenarios have bee
served for the main glass transition process in superco
liquids.

In this connection, facilitated kinetic spin systems belo
to an interesting class of nonequilibrium models, which sh
a typical slowing down of the dynamics caused by an
creasing cooperativity of local spin-flip processes with d
creasing temperature. In this context our interest in
present paper is especially focused on studying thef-spin-
facilitated kinetic Ising models@1–3#, originally introduced
by Fredrickson and Andersen. These models are formul
on d-dimensional lattices. Each lattice pointi is characterized
by a spin variables i with two possible statess i561. The
set of all observabless5$s i% forms a configuration. The
underlying dynamic of thef-spin-facilitated kinetic Ising
models is a stochastic one, which is given by a sim
Glauber process@4#, i.e., a spin flips i511↔s i521 is
controlled by the thermodynamic Gibbs measure and by s
induced topological restrictions. In particular, the topologi
conditions are explicitly taken into account so that an
ementary flip at a given lattice pointi is only allowed if the
number of the nearest neighbored lattice points in the spin
state (s i511) is equal to or larger than a restriction numb
f with 0, f ,z(z is the coordination number of the lattice!.
Such models@1–3,5# are denoted asf-spin-facilitated Ising
models on ad-dimensional lattice, shortened toS@ f ,d#. In
the original model, Ising spins on different lattice sites a
coupled only via kinetic constraints, i.e., there are no p
interactions between neighbor spins. In this way, elemen
single spin-flip processes are connected with geometrica
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strictions which lead inevitably to cooperative rearrang
ments in the underlying spin system.

Identifying the up state as a molecule of componentA and
the down state as a molecule of typeB, the S@ f ,d# can be
interpreted as a reversible autocatalytic chemical reac
f A1B 
 ( f 11)A on a d-dimensional lattice. A particle
changes its constitution fromA to B andB to A only in the
presence of at leastf A molecules in the nearest environmen
Because of the slow dynamics of theS@ f ,d#, it can be used
to model a glasslike behavior in a simple manner@6–9#.

In this paper we study the influence of an additional d
fusionlike nonactivated Kawasaki spin exchange betw
nearest neighbors. Such a process corresponds to diffu
with a certain diffusion coefficientDkaw in the above intro-
duced chemical pictureA1B 
 B1A. The additional dif-
fusion leads generally to an acceleration of the dynamics
is well known that a sufficiently large diffusion coefficien
allows the application of the kinetic theory for chemical pr
cesses. On the other hand, this classical theory of reac
diffusion systems frequently breaks down in low dimensio
and also for small diffusion coefficients. The aim of th
paper is a discussion of the dynamical regimes that may
expected for our modifiedS@ f ,d#.

For our analytical treatment we use the Fock-space
malism, which is a very powerful method for analyzing cla
sical many-body systems with a stochastic dynamic given
a master equation on a lattice. The Fock-space approac
based on a quantumlike formulation of the underlying mas
equation written in terms of creation and annihilation ope
tors. The Fock-space representation of the modifiedS@ f ,d#
will be more transparent, interpreting the two spin orien
tions s i521 ands i51 as empty and single occupied sit
corresponding to the restricted occupation numbersni50
andni51 via s i52ni21, respectively. TheS@ f ,d# can then
be interpreted as a lattice gas with an excluded volume
fect, i.e., changes of the configurationn5$ni% are possible
only under the presence of the exclusion principle. Follow
Refs.@10–15#, the probability distributionP(n,t) can be re-
lated generally to a state vectoruF(t)& in a Fock space ac
cording toP(n,t)5^nuF(t)& and uF(t)&5(nP(n,t)un&, re-
spectively, where the base vectorsun& are composed of
second quantized operators. Using this representation,
time evolution in terms of a master equation can be tra
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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formed to an equivalent evolution equation in a Fock-spa

] tuF~ t !&5LuF~ t !&. ~1!

The dynamical matrixL(n,n8) of the master equation i
mapped onto the operatorL5L(a,a†), which is given in a
second quantized form witha anda† being the annihilation
and creation operators, respectively. Originally, this trans
mation was applied for the Bose case with unrestricted
cupation numbers@10–12#. Here, we consider the case
restricted occupation numbers@13–15#. In order to preserve
the restriction of the occupation number in the underly
dynamical equations, the commutation rules of the opera
a and a† are chosen as those of Pauli operators@13,16,17#
with the commutation rules

@ai ,aj
†#5d i j ~122ai

†ai !, @ai ,aj #5@ai
† ,ai

†#50,

ai
25~ai

†!250. ~2!

The master equation of the originalS@ f ,d# without Ka-
wasaki spin exchange can be expressed by the follow
evolution operator@18#:

LSFM5(
i

H 1

f ! (
k1 , . . . ,kf

k i uk1•••kf
Nk1

Nk2
•••NkfJ

3@b~ai2Ni !1l„ai
†2~12Ni !…# ~3!

with the particle number operatorNi5ai
†ai and temperature

dependent jump ratesl for the flip ↓→↑ andb.l for the
inverse process. The temperature is defined by the rati
the jump rates,T;@ ln(b/l)#21. The inner terms of the squar
brackets in Eq.~3! represent a single spin-flip process on t
lattice sitei and the product of the particle number operat
Nk1

Nk2
•••Nkf

considersNjNk local constraints. Addition-

ally, k i uk1•••kf
is a lattice function withk i uk1•••kf

51 if k1

Þk2Þ•••Þkf and allka (a51, . . . ,f ) are neighbors to lat-
tice sitei, andk i uk1•••kf

50 otherwise.
Consideration of the Kawasaki spin exchange process

quires an additional contribution to the evolution opera
~3!:

Lkaw5
1

2
Dkaw(

i , j
Q i j @ai

†aj1aj
†ai2~12Ni !Nj

2~12Nj !Ni # ~4!

with the lattice functionQ i j 51 if i and j are neighboring
lattice sites andQ i j 50 otherwise. In principle, as was show
first by Doi @10#, the average of an arbitrary physical qua
tity B(n) is given by the average of the corresponding o
eratorB(t)5(nun&B(n)^nu via @19#

^B~ t !&5(
n

P~n,t!B~n!5^suBuF~ t!& ~5!

using the reference state^su5(n^nu. The normalization con-
dition is manifest in̂ suF(t)&51 with the consequence@19#
that the evolution operator always fulfills the necessary re
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tion ^suL50. Because of Eqs.~1! and ~5! the evolution
equation for an arbitrary operatorB(t), for example the par-
ticle number operator, is given by@19#

] t^B&5^su@B,L#uF~ t !&, ~6!

which can be extended immediately in order to write do
the kinetic equations for time-dependent correlation fu
tions. As a general result of the procedure, all the dynam
equations describing the classical problem are comple
determined by the commutation rules of the underlying o
erators and the structure of the evolution operatorL. Thus,
this method allows investigations of master equations
various evolution processes, e.g., aggregation, chemica
actions@14,15#, nonlinear diffusion@20#, as well as the spin-
facilitated kinetic Ising models. Note that the decisive adva
tage of the Fock-space approach is given by the sim
construction principles for each evolution operatorL on the
basis of creation and annihilation operators@21#.

Using Eq. ~6! with the Liouville operator L5LS
1LK , the evolution equation for the averaged particle nu
ber operator reads

] t^Ni&5l~^Ei@N#&2^Ei@N#Ni&!2b^Ei@N#Ni&

1DK(
j

Q i j @^Nj&2^Ni&# ~7!

with

Ei@N#5
1

f ! (
k1 , . . . ,kf

k i uk1•••kf
Nk1

Nk2
•••Nkf

. ~8!

Unfortunately, this equation contains higher moments
spins at neighbor lattice sites. The evolution equation
these moments contains the next higher correlations, i.e.,
obtains an infinitely large hierarchy of evolution equation
But in the case of a diverging diffusion coefficientDK
→`, the strong mixing of up and down spins results@22# in
the decoupling of higher correlationŝNiNj&→^Ni&^Nj&,
and a homogenization of the local spin distributions^Ni&
→N̄. Thus, the homogeneous magnetizations̄52N̄21 sat-
isfies the mean field equation

]s̄

]t
5S z

f D S s̄11

2
D f

@l~12s̄ !2b~11s̄ !# ~9!

with z the coordination number of the lattice. The equili
rium state is given bys̄eq5(l2b)/(b1l). A small fluc-
tuation ds̄5s̄2s̄eq approaches equilibrium exponential
ds̄.exp(2t/t) with the relaxation time

t5S z

f D
21

~l1b! f 21

l f
~10!

whereas large fluctuations relax with an algebraic inve
power law int. In particular, the low temperature limitl/b
→0 is defined by a purely algebraic decay
5-2
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s̄1152F f bS z

f D tG21/f

;t21/f ~11!

which remains after the passing of the initial regime.
The decoupling of the higher moments to break up

infinite hierarchy of evolution equations holds for large d
fusion coefficientsDK . This decoupling procedure may b
reasonable though to describe small fluctuations from e
librium, because the Hamiltonian of both the original and
modifiedS@ f ,d# is that of a simple paramagnetic gas. Thu
the decoupling remains valid at equilibrium and we have
deal with^NiNj&5N̄21N̄(12N̄)d i j . Similar arguments can
be used at sufficiently high temperatures, i.e., forl'b.
However, far from equilibrium and at sufficiently low tem
peratures we should use another concept. Let us find a c
rion for the application of the mean field equation~9! to the
modifiedS@ f ,d#. The dynamics of this model can be mapp
onto the autocatalytic picture introduced above. Here,
relaxation into the equilibrium is mainly determined by d
fusion processesA1B
B1A and the annihilation and cre
ation processes (f 11)A
 f A1B. To determine the surviva
rate of A particles within a mean field approximation, no
that in a lifetimetL eachA particle will succesfully encounte
a site with at leastf neighbor sites occupied byA particles.
Consequently, in a timeDt;tL the concentration decremen
of a large fluctuationDN̄ will be of orderN̄. Using this gives
the mean field rate equation

]N̄

]t
'

DN̄

Dt
;2

N̄

tL
;2~b2l!N̄11 f ~12!

and we obtaintL;(b2l)21N̄2 f . During this time, anA
particle has visited a volumeVL . On the other hand, the
mean field approach is valid, if each particle visits a lot
possible reaction centers~lattice sites withf A particles in
their nearest environment! before the autocatalytic reactio
takes place. The concentration of such centers isN̄f . Thus,
the condition for an application of the mean field approa
readsVLN̄f@1. If j2 is the mean square displacement of
A particle within its lifetime,j2;DKtL , the visited volume
is given by VL;jd for d,2, VL;j2/ln j for d52, and
VL;DKtL for d.2. These relations follow from the fact tha
the trajectory of a random walker is compact ford<2, i.e.,
the particle visits almost all sites inside a sphere of radiusj.
For d.2, diffusion trajectories are noncompact and the v
ited volume is proportional to the length of the path, i.
VL;DKt. Hence, ford,2 the mean field approch is valid

DKtL;DK~b2l!21N̄2 f@j2;N̄22 f /d, ~13!

i.e., the conditionDK(b2l)@N̄f (122/d) must be satisfied if
a mean field approach is to make sense. Ford.2, we obtain
independently from the concentration the resultDK(b
2l)@1 while for d52 the conditionDK(b2l)@2 f ln N̄
has to be taken into account. The failure of the mean fi
theory for low concentrations andd<2 follows from the fact
that thef 11 A particles involved in one possible elementa
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reaction have very many contacts among each other befo
contact with anotherA particle occurs. However, the mea
field concept requires a lot of contacts with differentA par-

ticles. Finally, the limit of high concentrationsN̄→1 leads
independently of the dimension to the conditionDK(b2l)
@1.

It should be remarked that for slow spin exchange p
cessesDK has to be replaced byDeff considering that com-
binations of annihilation and creation processes contrib
also to an effective diffusion in the autocatalytic particle p
ture. This thermally activated effect is of the order of ma
nitude of the ratel and can be neglected in the previo
scaling arguments. The inequality becomes independen

the numberN̄ above the critical dimension and mean fie
approaches are successful forDK@b. Therefore, the relax-
ation behavior is then characterized by an algebraic decay
from equilibrium, whereas an exponential decay domina
the small fluctuations from the equilibrium state. ForDK

;b we observe a typical slowing down of the dynami
which may be explained by other approaches, for exam
mode coupling techniques@23# or field theoretical perturba
tion theories@24#.

In particular, forf 51, scaling arguments can be used a
for the derivation of the correct decay outside the mean fi
regime. TheS@1,d# corresponds to the biparticle reaction
A1A
A1B and diffusion stepsA1B
B1A. Equilib-
rium will be reached for temperatureT.0 independently of
the diffusion coefficientDK . For T50 andDK50 the dy-
namics stops at a nonergodic phase while forDK.0 the
S@1,d# relaxes into the ordered equilibrium state defined

s̄521. The approach into the nonergodic state can be d
onstrated by the rigorous result@18#; in this connection see
also @25# for d51. For instance, the decay of the order

phases̄51 is given bys̄(t)52 exp$exp(2bt)21%21. In the
long-time limit this results in a pronounced slowing dow
leading to a nonergodic behavior which is manifested in t

for t→` the quantity s̄(t) remains finite with s̄(`)
52e2121.

The behavior of the modifiedS@1,d# with DK.0 and for
T50 is similar to a single species coalescence model co
sponding to a reversible diffusionA1B
B1A and an irre-
versible annihilationA1A→A1B with active particlesA
and passive particlesB. For high concentrations ofA, i.e., for

large N̄ a classical mean field regime may exist ifDK /b

@N̄21. As discussed above, after the passing of the in

regime, the decay is given byN̄;t21. This reaction con-
trolled regime holds for intermediate times as long ast
!DK /b. For longer times the system undergoes a crosso
to the diffusion controlled regime. The decay of this regim
can be obtained also from scaling arguments. Because o
recurrence of random walks ford<2 the numberm of vis-
ited lattice sites is given bym;td/2 for d,2 andm;t for
d.2. At the critical dimensiond52 one obtains a logarith
mic correctionm;t/ ln t. On the other hand, each active pa
ticle occupies a volumeV;N̄21. Thus, a reaction betwee
5-3
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two active particlesA occurs if V;m and we obtainN̄

;t2d/2 for d,2 andN̄; ln t/t for d52. Above the critical

dimension we obtainN̄;t21.
Numerical simulations within theS@1,1# starting from the

ordered spin up phase support these arguments; see F
The initial regime can be fitted very well by the above me
tioned solution@18#. For a slow spin exchange, the pr

nounced plateauN̄5e21 indicates a metastable nonergod
state. This nonergodic phase decays due to the spin exch
dynamics. The asymptotic decay is determined by the

pectedt21/2 behavior. A classical regime withN̄5t21 can be
observed as an intermediate regime beween the initial de
and thet21/2 law only for fast Kawasaki processes.

In the case of finite but small temperatures we obtai
similar behavior. But here, the asymptotic behavior of

decayN̄(t) is determined by an exponential approach to
equilibrium state. This behavior gradually dominates
other regimes with increasing temperature.

We have pointed out the remarkable simplification in t
description of lattice reaction-diffusion processes in the lim
of an infinitely large diffusion coefficient. In effect the infi
nite hierarchy of evolution equations for the coupled oc
pation number correlations can be replaced by a single m
field evolution equation. We have confirmed this by nume
cal simulations and given criteria for the approximate ap
04710
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cability in limiting cases of the mean field theory for larg
but finite diffusion coefficient.
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FIG. 1. Mean particle numberN̄ versus t/(11Dl21) for T
50 and for differentD5DK . For a rapid Kawasaki exchange o
spins the decay follows at21 law. For smaller diffusion coefficient
the decay follows thet21/2 law. As one goes from left to right in this
figure the diffusion coefficient decreases.
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